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Theory of the Anomalous Specific Heat of ¹ckel and
Copper-Nickel Alloys at Low Temperatures*

K. H. BENNENANN't

Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois

(Received 30 June 1967; revised manuscript received 30 November 1967)

The anomalously large specific heat observed at lour temperatures for Ni and Cu-¹i alloys is shown to
result from the electron-magnon interaction at temperatures below the Curie temperature, and from the
e)ectron-paramagnon interaction at temperatures above the Curie temperature.

I. INTRODUCTION

f 3HZ low-temperature specific heat of Ni ' and..Cu, Ni&, alloys' is considerably enhanced above
the values which follow from band theory. ' For in-
stance, in the Cu Ni~ alloys the magnetic saturation
moment decreases with increasing Cu content indicat-
ing the filling up of the 3d band of Ni by the copper
valence electrons. Assuming that any renormalization
of the electron mass due to many-body eGects is not
changing much with the alloy composition, and neglect-
ing for the moment the change in the electron density
of states resulting from the Zeeman sp1itting of the
Fermi surface, then consequently the specific-heat
contribution which is linear in temperature and which
is proportional to the electron density of states at the
Fermi surface should decrease monotonically with
increasing Cu concentrations until the specific-heat
value appropriate for Cu with a filled 3d band is reached.
However, contrary to this expectation, it was observed
some years ago'4 that the specific-heat contribution
which is linear in temperature is much larger for all
Cu—Ni alloys than expected from band theory and
exhibits an anomalous increase and a peak for alloys
with about 55 at.% Cu just where the magnetic satura-
tion moment and the Curie temperature become zero.
Also, at Cu concentrations higher than 55 at. m the
specific-heat coefBcient y decreases much slower than
expected from band theory. Furthermore, dividing
the specific heat C„by the temperature, one finds an
anomalous increase with decreasing temperature for
alloys with about 55 at. 'P~ Cu which have small Curie
temperatures and "reduced" Fermi temperatures,
respectively. ' This anomalous behavior of C„/T has
been interpreted by several authors" as resulting from
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fluctuations in the alloy composition leading to ferro-
magnetic clusters. However, this analysis cannot
explain the dependence of the anomalous specific heat
on the composition of the alloy; in particular it cannot
explain the specific heat of the alloys with very high
or very small Ni concentrations. Also, such an explana-
tion of the specific heat of the Cu—Ni alloys in terms
of ferromagnetic Ni clusters yields an unreasonable
dependence of the Debye temperature on the Ni
concentration.

In contrast to this attempt of explaining the experi-
mental specific-heat results we will show that the
anomalous behavior of the specific heat of Ni and the
Cu, Ni& alloys at low temperatures can be explained
as resulting from the coupling between electrons and
spin Quctuations, or more specifically, as resulting from
the electron-magnon interaction in the case of the
ferromagnets and from the electron-paramagnon inter-
action in the case of the "almost" ferromagnetic alloys.
Such an explanation is strongly suggested by recent
theoretical studies of the effect of electron-spin-Quctua-
tion coupling on the dynamical properties of the elec-
trons. ' Some years ago it had been speculated by
Phillips and Mattheiss~ that electron-electron inter-
actions might contribute significantly to the eGective
electron mass of Ni.

Taking into account the coupling between electrons
and spin fiuctuations one finds that at low temperatures
the temperature dependence of the electronic specific
heat is approximately given by C„=pT+AT" lnT+
BT

~
1—T/To„„, (

'~s. It is shown that. such an expres-
sion for the specific heat can explain the experimental
results which have been a puzzle for many years. Notice
that the exponent n occurring in the above expression
for the specific heat depends sensitively on the energy-
momentum distribution function of the spin Quctua-
tions, e.g., of the magnons and paramagnons, respec-
tively.

The spectral density function of the spin fluctuations
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specifies completely the nature of the spin Quctuations
(their spatial extent lifetime, etc.) and hence is basic
for any treatment of the coupling between electrons
and spin Quctuations. It is remarkable that the theory
of the coupling between electrons and spin Quctuations
has the same form for spin Quctuations described by the
itinerant electron model and for s-d or s fexc-hange
interaction involving localized spins and that only the
spectral function of the spin excitations speci6es the
used spin model.

It is of great interest to study the change of the
spectral density function around the ferromagnetic
phase transition. Therefore, Cu, Ni& alloys are a 6ne
candidate for such a study since they form fcc solutions
over the entire range of composition and since they
become ferromagnetic below 55 at. 'P~ Cu.

Notice that the temperature dependence of the
speci6c-heat term T" lnT resulting from the coupling
between the electrons and the spin Quctuations is
scaled by the Curie temperature for the ferromagnets,
and by the "reduced" Fermi temperature, which is a
measure for the average spin excitation energy, for the
"almost" ferromagnetic alloys. Consequently, the
anomalous behavior of C„/T at low temperatures
should decrease and finally disappear with increasing
Curie temperatures and "reduced" Fermi tempera-
tures, respectively; e.g., on either side of Cu»Ni4& with
respect to the composition scale.

%hen the temperature approaches the Curie tern-
perature, then the magnons become more and more
strongly damped by the increasing hybridization with
the collective Stoner spin exci.tations, but they persist
as so-called paramagnons for temperatures not too far
above the Curie temperature. Notice that below the
Curie temperature the Zeeman splitting of the Fermi
surface tends to suppress the electron scattering involv-
ing emission and reabsorption of spin excitations.

All the results of the electron-spin-Quctuation inter-
action discussed so far are derived in Secs. II and
IV. Section II presents a detailed derivation of the
specific-heat contribution resulting from the electron-
spin-Quctuation coupling. In Sec. III the spectral
density function of the spin excitations is discussed in
detail. In Sec. IV various approximate expressions are
derived for the electronic specific-heat. In Sec. V the
theory is used to calculate the specific-heat coe%cient
p of Ni and the Cu-Ni alloys and C,,/T for several
Cu—Ni alloys with about 55 at.% Cu.

II. THEORY

The interaction between electrons and spin Quctua-
tions is mathematically treated as follows. The specific
heat C, is determined by

C„=BE/BT,

where the energy E of the electrons is approximately

given by
d3

, »IL4+l~-(p ~.)j
XG (P, (o„) I, (o„=(2n+1)xT . (1.12)

Here, f„—= (p'/2es) —p», and the electronic self-energy
resulting from the interaction with transverse and

longitudinal spin Quctuations is given by

~ ds ~ds d3p
Z (p, or) =- Q — —,A (p', s')

2 ), ,„=, , 2~ 2~ (2~)P

tanh(s'/2T)
XBx"(p p', z)— , (II3)

&g s s—'+—iB
Here, —0, refers to a spin direction which is opposite
to n. The symbol A (p, pp) denotes the spectral weight
function of the electronic thermal Green's function
G, (p, ru„). Similarly Bq"(q, o&) is the spectral weight
function of the spin Quctuations of kind ). The sub-
scripts l and t refer to longitudinal and transverse spin
fluctuations, respectively. Equation (II2) is rewritten in
the standard way as"

JM co d pE(T) = — —tanh-
2x 2T (2n-) '

X- r. ™II:4+2~-(p,~) jG-(p, ~) I, (II4)
2 a=t, &

where G (p, co) and Z (p, &o) are obtained from G (p, s&„)
and Z, (p, a&„), respectively, by analytical continu-
tion performed by replacing uo by p&+i8 Usin. g

2 ImG. (p, pp) =2mb(ra —$,),
ReZ (p, co) = —ReZ, (p, —(u),

and assuming an isotropic Fermi surface and writing

dp' E(0) dy

(2s.)' 2pp 2n.

where g—=
~ p —p'

~
and $(0) is the electronic density

of states at the Fermi-surface, one obtains for C„(T)
at low temperatures the expression'

C„(T)=ypL1+(4.5~'/K2) UE(0) (Tc„„,/pp)'

X ) 1—T/Tc„„) 'I'+Q(T)]T, (II5)
with yp =—-,'-m'iV(0), and where the enhancement factor
Q(T) is given by

3 x ~ ds
Q(T) =—,T ' dx, —D(s) P

8x'
p cosh s co 2Ã

dy . (II6)
tanhLx+ (y/2T) j

y s

SA. A. Abrikosov, L. P. Gor'kov, and I. E. Dzyaloshinski,
Quanta Field Theory in Statistical Physics (Prentice —Hall,
Inc. , Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1963).
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Here, I' means principal value integration and the
energy distribution function D(z) of the spin fluctua-
tions is given by

() ()
2' X;v= tt ql

dq qBk" (q, z),

one obtains

t+(z/2T)=ln
t—(z/2T)

'

3 g ~ds
Q(T) = T-' dh, —D(z)

4@2 0 cosh x 0 2x

~+ (z/2T)
&(ln . (II8)

A further explicit evaluation of the temperature de-
pendence of Q(T) requires an explicit expression for the
spectral function D(z) of the spin excitations. D(z)
which specifies the nature of the spin fluctuations is
discussed in detail in the next section. Notice, that
Eq. (118) applies to electron spin-flip exchange scat-
tering due to localized spins as well as to electron
coupling to spin fluctuations in the d and f bands
described by the itinerant-electron model. D(z) de-

scribes the characteristic change in the lifetime of the
spin Quctuations occurring upon the transition from
the ferromagnetic state to the paramagnetic state. It
can be easily shown by choosing various approximations
for D(z) (the Einstein, Debye, Lorentzian, or Ising
spectral function, for example), that the temperature
dependence of Q(T) depends sensitively on D(z), which

in turn is essentially determined by Bz"(q, z) . Notice, in
particular, that the q dependence of the electron-electron
interaction potential Vk (q) affects sensitively the

qq= p~—t+p», qr= p~t —p~i— (II&)

p~, is the Fermi momentum for electrons with spin a.
The momentum threshold q~ results from the Zeeman

splitting of the Fermi surface occurring in the ferro-
magnetic metals. Clearly, in the presence of a Zeeman
splitting of the Fermi surface the electrons cannot
absorb magnons with low energy if v&q&2g, where

2q is the Zeeman energy and where ep is the Fermi
velocity. Since one Qnds at low temperatures that

tanhLt+ (y/2T) 7
'r' dy

dy ~p
y+z -qrty+z

temperature-dependence of the speci6c heat at low
temperatures.

Notice, that for very small temperatures such that
z/2T))1, we might further evaluate Q(T) by expanding

x+ (z/2T)
ln

x—(z/2T)

in terms of 2Tx/z. Using then the dispersion relation

ds
Ek" (q, cc) = —&k"(q, z)/(a —z),

2x

one obtains approximately

Q(T) =-'LD. (o)7+",
with

X(0)
Dtt(0) —=—g, dq qE "(q, cq). (II10)

v=l, tom 2pP qg

In the case of the itinerant-electron model and trans-
verse spin fluctuations one obtains for E '(q, ca) the
expression" "

E '(q, rc) = Q V„„(q)P„„'(q, ec)t„.„(q, cq),

where

d'k fkm i fk+qmt

(2qr) '
qt (tt+q, m) —q( (P, m) —cc+y

is the electron polarization function of the band m ";
V ~ denotes the effective interaction between electrons
in the bands m and ns', respectively; and the t matrix
t „(q, cq) for the multiple electron-hole scattering
involving the electron bands m and m' is given within
the "ladder" approximation by

'(q cq) = V '(q)

+Q V -(q) P "'(q, )t„cq-„.(q, ).cq

m, lI

fk, gives the Fermi distribution function. k, m, and
0 specify the electronic states. In the case of the longi-
tudinal spin Quctuations one Qnds'

E '(q, ) =(-',)' g V„„.(q)P„.'(q, )I'„„..'(q, ),
er=t, l

with

Pm '( cq) —=
d'k fkmv fk+qmv

(2qr)' e(k+q, m) —q(P, m) —cq+Q'

and

I'„(q, ce) =V„„.(q)+P V -(q)P " '(q, M) V - (q)

+ Z V- -(q)P - '(q ~) V - - (q)P -"'(q ~) I'-- "'(q, ~).
mls. mill
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Notice that e(k, m) does not include the exchange self energy. It is evident from these expressions that in the
paramagnetic state E„„'(q,co) =-',E„„'(q,co). This relationship holds also approximately for ferromagnets close
to the ferromagnetic phase transition. Using now for the t matrix the approximate solution"

t =t8
with

U (q) —J(q) J(q)
t (q, cu) =

1—LU(q) —J(q) jP(q, ~) {1—[U(q) —2J(q) jP(q, ~) } (1—LU(q) —J(q) jP(q, ~) t'

one finds

Ã(0) " 1 [U(q)+2J(q) ~' 2 [U(q) —J(
2 2pp' q, 3 1—[U(q)+2J(q)]P(q, 0) 3 1—[U(q) —J(q)]P(q, 0)

denotes the effective direct Coulomb interaction between the electrons. J denotes the intra-atomic exchange
coupling to which Hund's rule refers. Approximating the Lindhard function P(q, 0) by $(0)[1+&(q/2')']+' ' '
and performing the integrations one obtains

9 1—[U—JjP(q» 0) 1—
I U+2J]P(q» 0)

2 1 [U JjP(—q, 0)— 1—[U+2JjP(q;, 0)

For simplicity we have here assumed that U and J are
q-independent.

Assuming now that Ar(0) U changes linearly with the
concentration c of Ni, and putting for simplicity J=O,
and also neglecting the Zeeman splitting of the Fermi
surface occurring for the ferromagnetic alloys, one finds
for the alloys with E(0) U 1 that

Dg(0) ~ ln
I c—co I

' (II13)

where co denotes the concentration of Ni at which the
alloys become ferromagnetic, e.g. , for which E(0) U= 1.
For the ferromagnetic Cu-Ni alloys, Eq. (II12) can
also be rewritten approximately as (J=O)

D~(0) ~3ln
I co(q2)/au(q~) I

3 1n(q2/qq). (II14)

Notice, that the magnon energy a&(q2) is of the order of
the Curie temperature and that ao(qq) is of the order of
MU, where M denotes the magnetization per atom.

It follows from Eq. (II12) that the specific-heat
coefBcient y diverges at the ferromagnetic instability.
The decrease in y occurring below the ferromagnetic
instability for increasing Ni concentrations results
from the increasing Zeeman splitting of the Fermi
surface, which tends to suppress the electron spin-Rip
scattering by the spin Quctuations.

III. SPECTRAL FUNCTION OF THE SPIN
FLUCTUATIONS

The spectral weight function Bz'(q, s) for the trans-
verse spin-Buctuation mode X can in general be written
as"

B„(,,) = '""' ""' „(III1)
K„(q,.)+ [»(q, .)/2j

'

where K&(q, s) =0 yields the dispersion relation for
the spin-excitation mode X. The quantity Fz—' measures

the lifetime of the spin excitation. In the case of the
transverse spin Quctuations described by the itinerant-
electron model it is' Bq'(q, s) =2 Imtq(q, s), where
tq denotes the t matrix for the electron-hole scattering
which causes the spin Auctuation of kind X. One obtains
then Kq(q, s) —=Vq(q) [1—Vq(q) ReP&, (q, s)j and
I'q(q, s) —= Vq'(q) ImPq(q, s). An expression for the
electron-spin polarization function P~(q, s) has been
given in Sec. II. Vq is an effective potential including
screening and residual-electron correlations. Below the
Curie temperature Kq(q, s) and I''q(q, s) can be ex-
panded in terms of s/MVq and q/MVq, where M-=

(X~ E~) /E~ gives t—he magnetization per atom. Here,
E~ denotes the total number of lattice atoms, and
Ã, is the number of electrons with spin 0.. One finds
now for Kq(q, s) the approximate expression

with
K), (q, s) =M—'[s—sg(q)g, (III2)

A z—=KS(0) V&j (M V&/2P&'),

(m3)

with
»(q s) =~~(s/q)+" (III4)

C&
—= (~/2) X(0) I

V~ I'(p~/~~) if
I
s

I «~q
if IsI&V,q. (mS)

In the case where the spin excitations have a long life-
time, one obtains from these expressions

Bq'(q, s) = 2~M
I Vq I28[s—zq(q) j. (III6)

Notice, that in the case of localized spins 3f becomes
2 (5,), where (5,) is the expectation value of the local-
ized spin in the direction of the magnetization. Sub-
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41—E(0) Vi, (p»'I
s~(q) —=—

I

—
I q if qi&q&qo,

z), (q) =—0, if q, & q. (III12)
One has for the ferromagnets qi~2g/v» and qo

——

min(p»t+p»~, q, ) q, is a Debye-like cutoff for the
magnon momenta. For the paramagnetic metals q~

is zero and q& is kept as a disposable cutoG parameter.
If Bi"(q, s) is not peaked with respect to q and s, but

a very smooth function, then it is obvious from Eq.
(II6) that Q(T) becomes negligible.

In order to obtain the explicit dependence of D(s)
on s, the q dependence of gi(q) has to be known. Taking
into account intraband coupling and interband ex-
change coupling, for example, one obtains'P for the three
resulting transverse modes specified by ) =1, 2, and 3

V, (q) —=U+2J,

&(am)

D(s) =2ir Q Dpi, dsi(q) g)P(q)b(s —s), (q) )
~g(cO

+Di(s),
with

2pii(qo) i pp

and

Di(s) results from the longitudinal spin fluctuations
and is proportional to expL MVi/—Tj. Hence, for
MV&)T, Di(z) is assumed to be negligible.

%hen one approaches the ferromagnetic instability
with increasing Cu concentration, or when one ap-
proaches the Curie temperature the magnons hybridize
strongly with the collective Stoner spin excitations and
therefore cease to be good, long-lived quasiparticles.
With increasing I'q the spin waves become more and
more Stoner-like excitations. ' For temperatures close
to the Curie temperature and for alloys with E(0) Vi
close to 1 the spectral function Bi"(q, s) is still strongly
peaked for q/p»((1 and pr/q((1. One finds then

and
Vo(q) = Vo(q) —=U —J,

where U denotes the effective intraband interaction
potential and J the effective interband exchange inter-
action potential. J(q) will in general be q dependent.
Assuming that J(q) =Jpq, using for Bi'(q, s) the ex-
pression given by Eq. (III6), and neglecting Bi'(q, s),
then one finds approximately

D02
D(s) = -', v.Dpi 1+2 +ignis'i»+»ios+ ~ ~ ~,

Dpilti(q s)=l Vi(q) I' F~+»
I

—
I

—31
(q'i' (z/o» '
&p» i Eq/p» if s(qi) &s&s(qo), (III13)

stituting Eq. (III6) into Eq. (II6), and using sz(q) = and
Aiq', one obtains

with

F&—=L1—X(0) V&j/V&N(0)'
&Curie

(1117) and

(T Tcurie) q

(IIIS)

D(z) =0,
Here, the constants p&, and p2 are given by

Jii ( 1 Doo (Aint" 1
ui=—4

Ai E U+2Jp Dpi tAgJ U Jol

(III14)

»= V),P(0, 0) /12K(0) . (III9)

Bi'(q, s) Bpi(s/q),

Bi'(q, s) -', Bi,'(q, s), (III10)

Here, E(0, 0) is the Pauli spin susceptibility. From
these expressions orie 6nds approximately'

Jp' 1 Dp2 Ag+
Ai (U+2Jo)' 2Doi Ao (U—Jo)'

This sufFices to demonstrate that the q dependence of
Vi(q) is sensitively reflected in D(z), and thus also in
the temperature dependence of Q(T).

IV. APPROXIMATE EXPRESSIONS FOR THE
SPECIFIC HEAT AT LOW TEMPERATURES

with

(o) /
pot, (p») 1—X(0) Vi'

Boi,=0, if si(q) &s,

Using now the expressions obtained in the previous
section for Bir(q, z) and D(s), respectively, one derives

0&
~

z
~

&
~ z„(q)

~
(III11) the following aPProxirnate exPressions for C„(T).

Substituting Eq. (III13) into Eq. (IIS) one finds
straightforwardly that

Dpg x Dp2
9(T)=— d 1+2 LC (x, ~i(qo) )—@(*,~pi(qi) )j+» iL&(x, ~o(q2) ) &(x, ioo(qi) )j

0 pl

+»»os'(x, ioo(qo) )—I'(x, ioo(qi) )]+0exp( —M V)/T), (IV1)
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co x+(co/2T), t' co )'
C (x, oo) —= ln + ln x'—

I

—
I

(IV2)

, t' (u &o~' x+ (a)/2T) (2T) u'
'

&2Tj x—(ar/2T)

( (o t'~' x'~o+ ((u/2T)"
x4(2—Tx) M' tan '

I I

—oo (2Tx)'~'ln, (IV3)
E2Txj

' x'"—(co/2T) "'

(&o/2T) '—x' x+ (a&/2T)
E(x, (o) =oo+ T— ln

x x—Ql 2T
(IV4)

Using now these expressions one obtains for the temperature range 0(T&~h(q~)~2g/Vp for Q(T) the approximate
expression

Q(T)=,', Dn (1+2 ln —n'~~( 1—
( ( ( )

Doo»(qo), , (» (qo) ) ' T

»(ql) ( ~»(ql)& )»(q2)

fru (q)5'~ ) 18 ~ (»(qo))"'5 T 8
+~,C»(q, )3"' 2I 1—

I

' '
I I

—12—
I

1—
I

'
I I +, (1—2 "')1(o)f(k)

(~2(qo) J ) x ( (»(qg) / )»(qo) K2n-'

I I ~~, (q,) 1— (') ——,—.
I

1—
I

'(')I
I I +

~2(ql) EM2(q2) 3 412(qo) ( (~2(ql) l) ~o(q2) J

Here, I' and 1' denote the I' and the Riemann 1' function, respectively. For temperatures such as co&, (q~) & T(o &, (qo),
one finds that the enhancement factor Q(T) is approximately given by

fl(T)=~~' Dos I
1+2

I
1+ , P+»—Dool 12»(qo), I T l ' (oo~(q&) 't'

Dog j s' 2T &cog(qo) )

1 (~&(qi))"'l (~o(qi)&"' »(qi) ' 4»2 &~o(qi)&"'~o(q, )+ L (q )3"'
I

~

—
I& ( ) &I

~
I-

I&„ ( ) &I
+ , IE„ (

+—,(1—2 '")1(l)f(l)I
I I I +, I(')t(l)l

E~o(q2) j & T i y' '
&~o(q2) j

where

36T4.. . , (T+—,(1—2 "')I'(l)f(s.) I I +~~ (qo)
7p Mo(qo) x (G)o(qo) /

&& 1 T77ro
I I

—
I I+"~ + ~ ~ (IV6)

1 ~,(q,) (~,(q,))'
(~R(q2) I . x' ~o(q2)

f dn n Inn/cosh'x —0:66.

These results demonstrate clearly that the q dependence of gz'(q) affects sensitively the temperature dependence
of the specidc heat.

These approximate expressions cannot be used for the precursor ferromagnetism in the "almost" ferromagnetic
metals and also not for the ferromagnets very dose to the Curie temperature, since it becomes then very important
to take into account the longitudinal spin Quctuations and the damping of the magnons. In order to take appro»-
mately into account the damping of the spin excitations around the ferromagnetic phase transition, we use for
Bz"(q, s) the approximate expressions given by Eq. (III10) and also assume for simplicity that Vz is q independent.
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Substituting then Eq. (III10) into Eq. (II6) one obtains

2 ' X(0)V), «QT~—
«x-g 4h (ps) ~&, (pz)

dx, {F/x, oo&(q«) j—FLx, a)&(q&) jI,cosh'x

with

3 07 8j2T x+y
F(x, cs) —=— dz dy y ln

0 0 x—y

The integrations can be performed straightforwardly and one obtains

1 t' oo 'l' x' x+ (~/2T)F(x, oo) =- -', x
/

—
/
+ —

/

—
/

—— ln ——-', x' ln x' —
(

—
/

2T .
2 &2Ti 6 (2T1 2 x—(oo/2T) 2T 1,2'

(IV7)

(IVS)

(IV9)

Further evaluation gives for the temperature range ~q(q~) &T&ooq(qo) for Q(T) the approximate expression

q

1—N(0) V), 6 oa(qg) «' ' 2T ~~(Ps)
'

~~(P~)

(IV10)
vrhere

dx x4 lnx/cosh'x.

One finds for ferromagnets at temperatures close to the Curie temperature T, the expression

~ P&(0) V),]' 1 ~),'(qo) —~~'(qi), , ~), (qo)0 T ~o~« ln ~ ~ ~

),=i 1—E(0) V), 6 o)p(pp) 2T oo), (pg)
(IV11)

if 0&T&(og(qg).
Notice that for the ferromagnets a better approximation for Bz'(q, «) than given by Eq. (III10) is given by'

r), (q, «)
8&'(q, «) =-

2 { Z„(q, «)+ X„jo+ (-,'Lr, (q, «) ))o'

with

(8 F(1)F(3)Z„=——V„ i

—Z, (0, 0) (T T.) 1——
&BT r=z. F'(2)

and

d" (x)
F(v) —= dx x'~'

0 dx"

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR Ni AND
Cu-Ni ALLOYS

The theory for the interaction between electrons and
spin excitations is now used to calculate y for Ni and
all Cu—Ni alloys and C„/T for some Cu —Ni alloys with
about 57 at.% Cu. Since the speci6c heat has not been
measured at sufficiently small temperatures p cannot
be determined directly from the experimental results. "
According to the theory outlined in the previous sections
p, ~ is determined by 6tting the experimental results to
C„/T= y+P T +sT" ln T+lT

~
1—T/Tc», , (

"o, where

p—(464.3/T& b~ ') Leal/mole('K) 'j.
It is m=0 for T«curie~ and n= 2 if T~Tcurxe For the
paramagnetic alloys p is theoretically determined by
using for y the expression given by Eq (II9) an.d

assuming that E(0) Vz changes linearly with the Ni
concentration like E(0) Vq=LE(0) V&jc„(1+LCM;).
The parameter A is determined by fitting the theory to
y, o for Ni concentrations smaller than 10 at. %%uoNi . For
the ferromagnetic alloys p is calculated by taking into
account the cutoff qi 2g/Vz= (ripe/«) oo (CNi —Co),
where Co ——43 at.% Ni denotes the (critical) smallest
Ni-concentration for which the CuNi alloys are ferro-
magnetic. Putting J=O, one has approximately for the
ferromagnetic alloys

&=—&o{1+o75»E~(qo) /~(e) jI.
Here,

(o(q, ) ~ (C~;—Co)

~(qo)/~(a) = (qo/qi) '=(&«/n) ',
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where
Jf.=qs—/pp.

a e y noticinge reduction factor R can be estim t d b
at &(gs)~Tcurie Also, notice that rs(qi) o" il ~ M.
In th be absence of any band calculations for the

Cu-Ni alloys, ys =sir —X(0) has been obtained b
interpolation from band theory results for Ni" and
Cu. '4 Due to the Zeeman splitting of the Fermi surface,

ecreases initially above Co with increasing Ni con-
centrations. The obtained results for the theoretically

etermined y and for y, ~ are shown in Fig. 1.
Using C„/T=y+pT'+A(T/T, ) ln(T/T, ), with A~

(1/4s.) P~'/30) LX(0) V&3'/L1 —N(0) Vi,j, the specific
heat of several alloys with about 55 at. %%uoCu iscalcu-
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FIG. 1. The o~ . c eKcient y of the low-temperature specific-heat
contribution, which is linear in temperature, is shown. The
continuous curve is obtained by fitting C,/T =7+p T +A T" ln T
to the experimental specific-heat results. p T~ is the lattice contri-
bution. It is p 464 3T=n,s„,. '(cal/mole('K)'g eis ta. ken to be
zero for T&&Tgugj and to be two for T T . d f ll
ma netic allo s Thg

'
oys. T"-e crosses are the theoretical results calculated

by y=ys 1+1.12 ln ) 1/$1 —N(0) Ug
~ 1, assuming N(0) U=

(1+ACN;) )N(0) Ulc~, and using f.N(0) U)c, =0.30, Co ——43 at.%
N4 and h. = lt EN(0) U3cul/t N(0) Ufc„C„. In the case of the
ferromagnetic alloys y is calculated by y=y&$1+1.5 ln( /''-=: --') -""--'- " "-'".

{ N;) by fitting to the experimental results for the ferromag-
netic alloys with less than 60 at.% Ni. ys is estimated using the
rigid-band model, and using for the ferromagnetic Ni, NN;(0) =
0.80 states/(eV) atom and Ncu(0) =0.16 states/(eV) atom for
copper.
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g, . hrenreich, and N. D. Lang, Phys. Rev. 152,"L Hod es H. E
"F. M. Mueller, Phys. Rev. 153, 659 (1967).

lated. The characteristic temperature T, is the Curie
temperature T, for the ferromagnets and the "reduced"
Fermi temperature Tp for the "almo t" fos err omagnetic
metals. For T~„„,the observed values are taken and

s is calculated from $(0) Vi. The results obtained
are shown in Fig. 2.

VI. CONCLUSION

It has been shown that the coupling between the
e ectrons and spin fiuctuations (magnons) has a strong

Fxo. 2. Specific heat of several Cu—Ni allo s with sma
temperature or small "reduced" F

e contmuous curve gives the e erimental results. The crosses
are the theoretical results, obtained by fitting to the e crim
results at temperatures above 3'K and usin T

t t )=26'Kfo C, N'

eGect on the electronic specific heat. In view of the
fact that an isotropic Fermi surface has been assumed,
a q-independent interaction Vz, and that any detailed
band-structure e6'ects have been neglected, the agree-
ment between theory and experiment is sur

'
1ur rising y

goo . t is very likely, that the anomalous b hous e avior
o e specific heat observed for Ti-Fe and Fe-V
alloys, '~ and other alloys, Fe, etc., which is similar to

exp ained as resulting from the interaction between the
electrons and magnons (spin fluctuations) .

X
Xp

. Cheng, and P. A. ~eck, Phys. Rev. 120, 42"C. T. Wei, C. H. Chen
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Fio. 3. The enhancement factor g=l/$1 N(0)Ug of the
Pauli spin susceptibility is calculated for the Cu-Ni alloys taking

he cro~~es represent
e experimental results.
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Fro. 4. The function q~/q~ —=F(CN;) is determined by 6tting
y„~ for the ferromagnetic alloys with less than 60 at.% Ni.
Using qg» =8.0 eV and q =0.3 eV one Gnds qlN~0. 06pj.

For a further improvement of the analysis presented
here, it would be very useful to measure the speci6c
heat at temperatures well below 1'K. Thus it is possible
to determine p directly from experiment and to And

out experimentally, whether the coupling of the elec-
trons to the magnons (spin fluctuations) gives rise to a
contribution lnT, T ', or T' lnT to C,/T. Notice, that
the erst two contributions to C„/T diverge at T~O
while the third .contribution goes to zero at T=O.
Also, a band calculation should be performed deter-
mining 1V(0) for all Cu—Ni alloys.

The contribution to the effective electron mass re-
sulting from the electron-phonon coupling is likely to
be much smaller than the contribution resulting
from the electron coupling to the magnons (spin
fluctuations). Notice, however, that the contribution
to the effective electron mass due to the electron-
phonon coupling should also reQect the possible peak
in E(0) or ye, respectively, occurring in the ferro-
magnets which is due to the Zeeman splitting of the
Fermi surface.

A more accurate determination of qs/q» is desirable,
since y seems to depend sensitively on qs/q&.

It is very likely that electron spin-orbit coupling has
a strong eQ'ect on the coupling between electrons and
spin excitations. It would be very interesting to study
this e6ect, for example, for the Cu—Ni alloys using
impurities, which give rise to strong spin-orbit scatter-
ing, for Pd, Pt, etc., or by a comparative study of the
electron-spin Quctuation coupling in alloys di6'ering
mainly with respect spin-orbit coupling.

According to the theory of the coupling between the
electrons and the spin Quctuations the transverse static
electron spin susceptibility should approximately be
given by g,t'=P(0, 0)/Ll —E(Q) Vgj, as has indeed
been observed. 's Putting Vq= U, and taking for Ã(0) U
the values used in determining y, one Ands reasonable
agreement with the existing experimental results. This
might indicate that J/U is small and that the s-d
hybridization is not changing much with alloy compo-
sition. However, a small ratio J/U might be in convict
with other experimental results. See Fig. 3.

The electrical resistivity and electronic thermal con-
ductivity, for example, of the Cu—Ni alloys should also
exhibit an anomalous temperature dependence at low
temperatures due to the interaction between the elec-
trons and the (spin Quctuations) magnons. See Fig. 4.

Finally, it is interesting to point out that Beck and
co-workers observed' in the ternary alloys Cu—Xi—Al
with about 10 at.% Al that 7 increases immediately
upon adding Cu to Ni. This behavior, which is puzzling
in the light of band theory, can be explained as follows.
Since Al tends to decrease the magnetic saturation
moment, the peak in y observed for the Cu—Ni alloys
should shift to smaller Cu concentrations in the ternary
alloys and occurs for 10 at. 'Po Al already at very small
Cu concentrations.
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